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August 11, 2020         

Dear Nuvolat End Customers, Leasing Companies or Secured Creditors: 

I am writing to follow-up on my prior correspondence regarding Nuvolat Cloud Group (“Nuvolat”).  Over 

the past six weeks, CoreSite has expended a great amount of time, resources and money (including the 

cost of power) to allow Nuvolat customers and creditors to move their equipment from the Nuvolat Space.  

We did this, despite the fact that Nuvolat ceased all correspondence with CoreSite in early July and 

stopped paying its service fees months ago.  

We received inquiries from a number of entities after our original notice to customers and creditors.  We 

were able to confirm ownership of some of the equipment located at our data centers and facilitate 

transfer of possession.  Unfortunately, in most instances, the serial numbers or proof of ownership 

documentation that we received from Nuvolat customers and creditors does not match the serial numbers 

of equipment within our data centers.    As a result, our employees have spent hundreds of hours 

attempting to locate equipment through other methods and unite Nuvolat customers and creditors with 

equipment they claim a right to possess.   

CoreSite has done all it can in its limited role as Nuvolat’s landlord.  We are not in a position, nor are we 

willing to incur the additional costs and time required, to untangle the muddle Nuvolat has left behind.  

That task is best suited for a bankruptcy trustee, receiver or some other neutral party.  

As previously mentioned, we began disconnecting power to equipment in the Nuvolat space at 6:00 PM 

(local time) on August 10, 2020.  CoreSite has a right to remove and dispose of the equipment under our 

contracts with Nuvolat.  By this letter, CoreSite provides notice that any servers and other equipment 

located in the Nuvolat space of a CoreSite data center is considered abandoned.  We will store such 

servers and equipment for five weeks from today’s date, after which time period we will sell it at public or 

private sale or dispose of it.   

We sympathize with Nuvolat’s customers and creditors and share the frustration caused by Nuvolat’s lack 

of correspondence or communication.   

Please contact info@coresite.com with any questions.     

 Kind regards, 

Tanya L. Flink 

VP of Client Services 
 

 

 


